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Equalization is a federal government program that aims to provide Canadians in all provinces with access
to reasonably comparable public services at comparable levels of taxation. It attempts to achieve this
objective by providing cash payments from the federal government to governments of provinces that
have a lower fiscal capacity—the ability to raise revenues. In recent years, largely as a result of economic
slumps in several non-recipient provinces, disparities between the fiscal capacity of recipient and nonrecipient provinces have generally shrunk significantly.
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There are a number of ways this problem could be addressed.

program renovation is unnecessary. Indeed, with the pro-

We present one straightforward reform that could eliminate

gram’s quinquennial review approaching in 2019, a window

this troubling feature while maintaining certainty about

will soon open during which reforms large and small can be

program costs for the federal government. These objectives

considered. No matter how other issues are addressed, it is
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GDP growth rate rule will act as a floor on aggregate payments.

upper end by a ceiling that grows in line with nominal GDP. This
reform would save the federal government money and reduce
the threat of exacerbating regional tensions. Further, we show
that removing the current floor on the growth rate for equaliza-
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tion payments is a precondition for many other reforms.
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There are, of course, many controversial and problematic aspects of the equalization program. By focusing narrowly on
one—potential upward pressure on program costs from the
GDP growth rate rule—we do not aim to minimize the importance of such issues or suggest that a more comprehensive
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